Instruction manual

Common troubleshooting

Status

No steam spray out

water come out from
the nozzle

Please check following
the key points as below
1.The power plug is not

1.Reconnect or replace the

connected well to the socket

socket

2.Water tank out of water
3.water pump is working but

2.Add water to the tank

no steam is coming out. The

3. find a professional person to

pump may be blocked.

repair the machine

Every time start using steam,

It is normal, because the

there is hot water flow out. No

connecting tube is necessary,

steam spray out for a long

there must be condensed water.

time, the tube is cool and the

If don't need a lot of water for

steam is condensed into water

cleaning, spray it into a

in the tube.

container.

Technical Parameters
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Method of exclusion

Rated voltage: 220V
Rated frequency: 50Hz
Rated power: 1500W
Rated water volume: 350ML
Steam flow: 42G/Min

Dear Customer:

Thank you for choosing to use our products. For your convenience
and safe operation, please read the instructions carefully and
follow the instructions on the below.

6: floor brush (floor brush towel)
When cleaning the floor, connect two or three extension tubes together to
the steam machine. The other end of the extension tube is installed with
floor brush. The extension tube directly connect to the connector of floor
brush, open the clips on the two side of the floor brush and fix the towel.

Due to product improvements, the products you receive may not
be exactly the same as the images on the instructions. we apologize for that.

Please keep the manual to the user's easy-to-access place. If you
transfer or give this product to other persons, please be sure to
attach this manual.

Maintenance
1. Clean the surface of the machine, please clean with a wet cloth, do not
use detergent
2. Please pour out the left water in the tank before storing.
3. The main machine and accessories are stored in a place out of light and
dry after being naturally dried.
If any abnormality occurred during the operation, please send the
machine to the designated maintenance department for repair. Do not
repair by yourself, which is dangerous.

3: glass brush
Insert the atmospheric nose into the notch of the glass brush
(below picture 1), and turn it clockwise until it clicks (below
picture. 2). After use, take out the glass brush by turn it
anti-clockwise.
If use to clean desk and chair, bookcase, or ironing clothes, put a
white towel into the glass brush.

This is a new type of household sanitary cleaning tool that uses high
temperature, high pressure steam to clean and disinfect the home. It
can be used to clean bathrooms, toilet utensils, glass windows, furniture,
kitchen utensils, automobiles, etc. It can effectively remove dirty on
walls and every corner of the floor, killing the invisible bacteria, it is a
good helper for your home cleaning.

Features

4: nylon brush
Insert the atmospheric nose into the notch of the nylon brush
(below picture 1), and turn it clockwise until it clicks (below
picture. 2). After use, take out the glass brush by turn it
anti-clockwise.
If use to clean desk and chair, bookcase, or ironing clothes, put a
white towel into the glass brush.

5: extension tube
If the steam cleaner is hard to reach some cleaning areas or is
used to clean floor and glass in high place, it can be used with an
extension tube. The operation method as follows: connect the end
of the extension tube to the steam outlet until the fixed lock is
fully buckled into the hole of the extension tube, and hear a sound
of clicking means installation completed.

Advanced
Unique patented technology, using high temperature, high pressure
steam to clean the floor, doors and windows and clothing, range hood,
air conditioner, microwave oven, sanitary ware for surface sterilization,
remove dust and bacteria, environmental sanitation. It prevents allergies
and eliminates stubborn stains and oil stains. No chemical reagents are
required, and there is almost zero damage to cleaning items. When
people enjoy a clean and hygienic environment, they will not cause
secondary pollution to the environment.
Safety
Highly sensitive temperature and pressure control system provides high
temperature, high pressure steam at 125 °C.
Empty heating protection design, when the heater is out of water, it can
automatically cut off the power.
With automatic pressure leaking function safety valve, the machine
automatically starts leaking pressure when the steam pressure in the
machine is too high.
The heater and hose inside the machine are designed with pressure
durable and can bear 5 times pressure of the machine during normal
use, even when the machine failed, it avoid to hurt the user.
With double-layer insulated power cord and grounding-wired three wire
plug, the inside electrical components of the machine are all grounded
and safe to use.
Durable
Ultra-thick inner wall of the aluminum-alloy die casting boiler design,
heating fast and well, high-pressure resistant, make the machine long
service life.
The whole plastic shell is made of high-quality PP and PA mate

rial, which is temperature and corrosion resistant and high
strength.

Note: when the water in the tank is used up, please add clean water as
soon as possible to avoid empty pump in the tank.

Energy saving
The special-made heating tube and boiler unified design, all-round
heating, which has high thermal efficiency and is more energy-saving.
Double-layer shell structure can effectively prevent heat loss, is
environmental protection and energy saving.

5. Turn off the power
Please pull out the plug after use. Then dump the left water in the tank.
If there is any dirt on the surface of the machine, please wipe it gently
with a clean cloth.

Convenience
Connect to the power, turn on the power switch to start heating;
press the steam button, strong steam sprays out, easy to operate.
Equipped with a complete range of cleaning accessories, easy to
assemble and disassemble, can be cleaned a variety of occasions,
strong adaptability (more details refer to the accessories instructions).

Instructions of accessories:

1: the hose
If the steam cleaner is hard to reach the cleaning area, it can be used
with a hose. The operation method is as follows: connect the end of the
hose to the steam outlet until the fixed lock is fully fastened to the hole
of the hose, and hear a sound of clicking means installation completed.

Precautions

Before using the multi-function steam cleaner, please read all
operating instructions.
Safe Tips: When the multi-function steam cleaner is working, the
sprayed steam is high temperature, please remind the user to use
it carefully.
1. This is a household appliance. It is not recommended for large
commercial or industrial use, or other use purposes except steam
cleaning.
2. To extend the life of the steam cleaner, please use clean water,
do not add any chemicals or solvent to avoid damage to the appliance.
3. This product cannot be used by unsupervised children.
4. Please ensure that the steam hole is without blocking.
5. Leather furniture or other furniture with non temperature –resistant materials are not recommended to clean by the steam
cleaner.
6. Before replacing the accessories, please turn off the power, to
make sure that there is no steam coming out before replacing.
7. Before cleaning the product, please unplug the power cord, then
clean it with a dry/wet cloth. Do not use alcohol, benzene or diluting agent etc. solvent to clean the surface of the appliance to
avoid damage to the machine and affect its electrical performance.

2: atmospheric nozzle
The atmospheric nozzle can be used to cleaned the corners easily, by
connecting the atmospheric nozzle to the steam outlet until the fixed
lock is fully fastened to the hole of the atmospheric nozzle, and hear a
sound of clicking means installation completed.

Machine instructions

1. Place the steam cleaner on the platform and open the water
tank cover.
2. Pour water with measuring cup, and the maximum volume is
350ML

Warning:
To avoid fire, shock or burn etc. danger, please read the following notes
carefully:
A. Do not share power socket with other electrical appliances while using
the machine, to avoid the circuit overload.
B. water or other liquid immersion is strictly prohibited.
C. To avoid power cord damage: please pull the plug by hand, do not
directly pull the power cord; Be careful of sharp objects friction; Stay
away from heat source.

Special attentions:
* please use clean water (small solid particles may block pipe or
make machine failure)
* please do not pour chemicals such as alcohol, cleaning agents
into the water tank. (some chemical solvents can easily cause
machine failure, and even endanger the user's personal safety in
serious cases)
3. Preparation for use
* plug the power plug into the socket (please check whether the
voltage is 220-240v), the red light up, the machine starts heating.
* in order to make the steam work better, it is recommended to
start using the steam after 1 minute heating. The initial sprayed
out steam may contain lots of water droplets, please do not use it
to cleaning carpet, curtain etc. textiles which are easy absorbed
water. Initial steam may also be sprayed into a tank or other
container. The steam will return to normal after 3-5 seconds,
please feel free to use it.
4. When using, press the children safety lock and the steam
button at the same time. Release the children safety lock after the
steam comes out, the machine can be continuously automatically
spaying steam.
* children safety lock: Before press down the children safety lock,
the steam button cannot be pressed down.
* if the machine needs to be used for a long time, it can be
opened directly to add water according to the usage requirements
without turning off the power supply of the machine.

D. Please use the 220V/10A power socket.
E. If the power cord, plug or product failed, please stop using it and
contact professional after-sales service staff for repairment.
F. Do not touch the plug or product body with wet hands.
G. Please cut off the power supply before stop using the electric appliance.
H. when adding water, please use the original equipped water cup, do
not put the electrical appliances under the tap water to add water.
I. When using steam to cleaning, do not reverse the gun at random, do
not direct the steam spraying to the people or animals and plants, to
avoid danger.
J. Do not use the steam cleaner in the area of storage of flammable and
explosive materials.
K. Unplug the power supply and wait till the product is completely cooled
before storage the machine.
L. Please keep the product in place far away from children and less
people to avoid accidents.

Main machine and accessories:

Main
machine ×
1

Measuring
cup × 1

Towel set ×
1

Glass
brush x 1

Atmospheri
c mouth x 1

Hose× 1

Main frame structure picture

No.

Nylon brush
x1

Extension
tube x 3
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2
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Floor brush
x2

Floor
brush
towel x1

4
5
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8

Name

Function

Gas outlet

For steam output

Attachments

Use
for
fastening
various
accessories
connection, press it to remove the accessories
Water can be added when opened it
When plugged in, the red light up, indicates the
power is on

lock
Tank cover

Power
indicator

steam
button
steam
lock
water
tank
Power
plug

Used to control the release of steam
Lock steam/auto spray
Storing water
Plug it into a socket to provide power to the
machine

